People’s Indictment (Update
with video)
FOR WAR CRIMES PERPETRATED BY THE 174TH ATTACK WING
OF THE NEW YORK NATIONAL GUARD AT HANCOCK AIR FORCE BASE,
SYRACUSE, NY
Video recorded by Charley Bowman of Buffalo, NY.
Ed Kinane, Julianne Oldfield, Dan Burgevin.

Speaking:

Since 2010 the 174th Attack Wing, via satellite, has been
remotely piloting weaponized MQ9 Reaper drones over
Afghanistan – perhaps the poorest and most vulnerable nation
in the world. U.S. weaponized drones are also known to target
people in Pakistan, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Yemen and elsewhere
in the Islamic oil lands. Those who participate in these
operations may believe they are fighting “terrorism”; in fact
they are unwitting cogs in a war — on behalf of corporate
profiteers — whose main instrument is terrorism.
The Reaper maims and kills untold numbers of human beings and
terrorizes whole communities. Reaper aggression generates both
internal and external refugees; generates hatred toward the
U.S. (bolstering recruitment for hostile groups); heightens
global insecurity as other state and non-state powers join the
weaponized drones arm race; and, by blatantly violating such
law, undermines both U.S. and international law.
U.S. drone killing violates due process and national
sovereignty. It involves intentional, premeditated
extrajudicial murder and the massacre of civilians.
These crimes violate Article VI of the United States
Constitution: “This Constitution, and the Laws of the United
States which shall be made in Pursuance thereof; and all
Treaties made, or which shall be made under the Authority of
the United States, shall be the supreme Law of the Land; and

the Judges of every State shall be bound thereby, anything in
the Constitution or Laws of the U.S., including treaties made
under authority of the U.S. shall be the supreme law of the
land.”
One such treaty, since 1945 the supreme law of the United
States, is the United Nations Charter. The Charter’s Preamble
states that its purpose is to “save future generations from
the scourge of war “. It further states that “all nations
shall refrain from the use of force against another nation.”
This Treaty applies to federal, state and local branches of
U.S. government as well as to law enforcement and to U.S.
Armed Forces personnel – all of whom are sworn to uphold the
Constitution.
Since 2010 Upstate Drone Action — impelled by our conscience –
has sought to expose Hancock AFB war crimes and to awaken
Hancock AFB personnel and their chain of command to their role
in perpetrating these crimes. Today, as on many former
occasions, we come to Hancock to renew that wake-up call.
People of Hancock: we urge you – we implore you — to stop the
killing.
UPSTATE DRONE ACTION
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Why Street Heat?
Back in the eighties when the U.S. anti-apartheid movement was
at a boil, “Doonesbury” had a sequence satirizing the
“activists” who spent all their time at their computers. At

the time I thought those geeks were a pretty odd bunch.
Though I’ve yet to succumb to Facebook, etc., now as an
activist I too have become computer-domesticated. I spend lots
of time generating or responding to email or chasing after
links. For better or worse, on-line is now one of my comfort
zones. Maybe too comfortable.
Historically and currently, here and abroad, much, maybe most,
necessary grassroots change only really begins when people
join in solidarity and indignation in the “street.”

What is this thing we here in Central New York
call “street heat”?
It’s a way of making it easy to start getting out into the
street. It’s a way to get off our duffs, to break out of our
cocoons — overcoming that seemingly deep hesitation about
going public.
Since 2010 at 4:15 p.m. every first and third Tuesday of the
month a handful of us have been going out to the main entrance
of Hancock Air Base, the hunter/killer Reaper drone hub in our
back yard, on East Molloy Road in the Syracuse suburb of
DeWitt. There for 45 minutes we stand facing the traffic with
our anti-militarism signs. This time slot is the civilian rush
hour on East Molloy and shift change at the base.
From early November through the end of March, our cold and
dark season, we’re only out there on first Tuesdays. That day
has its macabre significance: each Tuesday Mr. Obama and his
advisors choose the targets for the next six months for drone
assassination in the Islamic oil lands – assassinations which
are immoral, illegal and, while tactically clever, are
probably strategically stupid.
We place ourselves across the road from those Reaper drone
robots remotely operated over Afghanistan by 174th Attack Wing
of the NY National Guard based at Hancock.

We seek to prick the conscience of the Hancock personnel, cogs
in Hancock’s criminal role in the war machine. We also seek to
reach the public driving by. Our signs declare variously,
“DRONES
FLY,
CHILDREN DIE”

and
“BAN WEAPONIZED DRONES” and “STOP DRONE TERRORISM”
and
“U.S. OUT OF THE MIDDLE EAST,”
etc.
Without our persistent presence week in, week out, year in,
year out, it’s all too easy, given U.S. mainstream media, for
folks to forget that the U.S. is engaged in perpetual war – a
war not “on” terrorism, but “of” terrorism. And it’s all too
easy for airbase personnel, leading their classified,
insulated, indoctrinated lives to forget they are part of a
war machine.

